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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a 
photoelectric converter that can realize a read 
speed corresponding to a selected resolution 
and is suitable for a high speed close contact 
image sensor by selecting the number of light 
receiving elements of the photoelectric 
converter to a multiple of 2N, where a low 
resolution is set at 1/N of a high resolution. 
SOLUTION: In a high resolution mode, 
photoelectric converters 1,1' have 344-bit 
signals respectively, and shift register signal 9- 
1, 9-1 of the 341st bit are used for next chip 
start signals. In a low resolution mode, a 2- 
pixel sum signal is 1-bit, so that the 
photoelectric converters 1,1' have equivalent 
177-bit signals. Thus, 377-th bit shift register 
signals 9-2, 9'-2 are used for next chip start 
signals. In this case, the number of light 
receiving elements of the photoelectric 
converters 1, V is a multiple of 2N, where a 
low resolution is set at 1/N of a high resolution. 
Thus, continuity of pixel signals is maintained 
even when a different resolution is selected. 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, The photoelectrical inverter 
characterized by being the multiple said two or more light-receiving element numbers of whose are 
2Ns in the photoelectrical inverter which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st 
resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution. 
[Claim 2] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1 st resolution, the 1 st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the contact type image 
sensor which two or more mounting is carried out and is constituted in the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1 st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution The contact type image sensor 
characterized by being the multiple whose light-receiving element number of said photoelectrical 
inverter is 2Ns. 
[Claim 3] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1 st resolution, the 1 st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution It is the photoelectrical inverter which 
reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of said photo detector array is carried out by said 1st 
shift register driving pulse, and is characterized by reading appearance of the last photo detector 
being carried out by this 2nd shift register driving pulse. 
[Claim 4] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the contact type image 
sensor which two or more mounting is carried out and is constituted in the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution It is the contact type image sensor 
which reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of said photo detector array is carried out by said 
1 st shift register driving pulse, and is characterized by reading appearance of the last photo detector 
being carried out by said 2nd shift register driving pulse. 
[Claim 5] In the image sensors which connected two or more photoelectrical inverters containing 
two or more photo detectors A resolution selection means to choose resolution, and the control 
means, to which an approach to read the signal from said photo detector with the resolution chosen 
by said resolution selection means into each photoelectrical inverter is changed, The signal read-out 
means which reads a signal by two or more pulses from said photo detector, They are the image 
sensors characterized by setting up the number of arrays of a photo detector so that reading 
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appearance of the signal by which ♦***, said signal read-out means makes drive two or more pulses 
periodically, and reading appearance is carried out to the beginning from said signal read-out means 
within each photoelectrical inverter may be carried out by the same pulse among said two or more 
pulses. 
[Claim 6] In the image sensors which connected two or more photoelectrical inverters containing 
two or more photo detectors Resolution 1 -/N (integer forward in N) every A resolution selection 
means to choose either of two or more changing resolution, The control means to which an approach 
to read the signal from said light-receiving **** with the resolution chosen by said resolution 
selection means into each photoelectrical inverter is changed, Image sensors which have the signal 
read-out means which reads a signal from said photo detector by the shift register driving pulse of M 
(M is forward integer) individual, and are characterized by said two or more photo detectors being 
the multiples of MN. 
[Claim 7] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1 st resolution, and the 1 st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector 
of this photo detector array, The scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, The resolution switch means 
which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of 
this 1st resolution, The image reader which is the multiple whose light-receiving element number of 
said photoelectrical inverter is 2Ns, and is characterized by having the switch which switches said 
the 1 st resolution and said 2nd resolution in the image reader using the contact type image sensor 
which two or more mounting is carried out and is constituted in the photoelectrical inverter which 
**** 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the contact type image sensor which has a 
resolution switch function and the photoelectrical inverter used for the actuation approach of a 
contact type image sensor, the image reader which reads two-dimensional images, such as an image 
scanner, and facsimile, an electronic copying machine, to a list in more detail about the contact type 
image sensor which mounted two or more photoelectrical inverters equipped with the 1-dimensional 
optoelectric transducer and the actuation circuit which drives this, and its actuation approach. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, in the field of information processing system, 
development of the contact type image sensor of a twice system, such as having multi-mounted two 
or more semi-conductor photosensor chips, is positively performed to the line sensor of a contraction 
scale system using the conventional optical system as a 1 -dimensional image reader. 
[0003] (Conventional technique 1) For example, in JP,5-227362,A, the control terminal for 
resolution control is prepared newly, and adhesion mold image sensors with a user able to switch 
resolution in accordance with utilization conditions are proposed. 
[0004] Drawing 7 is the circuit diagram of the integrated circuit for contact type image sensors 
proposed by the open official report concerned. In this conventional technique, the control terminal 
(125) was prepared in the image-sensors chip, and when a user inputs the signal of high level or a 
low level into that terminal, the resolution switch in high resolution mode and low resolution mode is 
realized. If an approximate account is carried out about drawing 7 , a start pulse SI and a clock pulse 
CLK will be supplied to the shift register group 104. If shift register 104a is started by the start pulse 
SI, the output will be inputted into channel select switch 103a through NOR gate 121a and AND gate 
120a, will turn this ON, and will take out the signal from photo-cell 101a to signal-line 107a. other 
shift registers 104b-104f carry out sequential starting, and output the signal from each photo cells 
101b-1011. since a signal or to 107a and 107b. 
[0005] Here, if control signaPH" is inputted into the control signal input terminal 125, analog 
switches 110a, 110b, 122a, and 122b will be changed, and a picture signal will be acquired by the 
image output terminal 111 by 16 dot [/mm ] the consistency of reading. Moreover, if control 
signaPL" is inputted into the control signal input terminal 125, analog switch 110a will always be in 
an ON state, and a picture signal will be acquired by the image output terminal 111 by 8 dot [/mm ] 
the consistency of reading of the one half of photo-cell 101a - 1011. of the whole. That is, in case the 
photo cells 101a-1011. on Sensor IC take out an output picture signal outside, they can make a part 
thin out and output with a control signal, although total is always operating. Therefore, the voltage 
level of a picture signal becomes always fixed, the configuration of a latter image-processing circuit 
is the conventional thing, and the response of it is attained. 
[0006] (Conventional technique 2) On the other hand as opposed to the demand of improvement in 
the speed, the image-sensors chip which has a means to delay a start signal, and the contact type 
image sensor are proposed by JP,2-210950,A, and before reading a sensor signal, high-speed read- 
out is realized by starting a current regulator circuit. Namely, it sets to the photoelectrical inverter 
using the image-sensors chip and this which are used for the photoelectrical inverter of the multichip 
mold constituted by arranging two or more image-sensors chips which have a light-receiving 
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element. A delay means to delay the start signal of the lightwave signal read-out actuation by the 
light-receiving element, Before said lightwave signal read-out actuation is completed, it has the 
signal used for the start signal over the image-sensors chip of a compromise. It is characterized by 
rising the current regulator circuit in the amplifying circuit which amplifies said lightwave signal 
read-out signal by the start signal which shows delay initiation of said delay means. 
[0007] Moreover, the configuration of one chip used for above-mentioned JP,2-210950,A is shown 
in JP,2-210949,A, the image-sensors chip which drives a shift register using the internal clock phi 1 
which synchronizes with the high level of a clock signal, and the internal clock phi 2 which 
synchronizes with the low level of a clock signal, and the contact type image sensor are proposed, 
and this has realized high-speed read-out of duty 100%. 
[0008] The representative circuit schematic of the image-sensors chip assumed by drawing 8 from 
the content indicated as a conventional example at above-mentioned JP,2-210949,A and JP,2- 
210950,A is shown. 
[0009] In drawing 8 , the photoelectrical inverter (1, 1', 1") is multi-mounted, and common 
connection of the clock (CLK) which drives each photoelectrical inverter, and the start pulse (SP) is 
made. Moreover, each photoelectrical inverter (1, lf, 1") has the delay means (the Nbit pre shift 
register 2, 2', 2") of Nbit, the shift register (3, 3\ 3") of Kbit, the photo detector array (4, 4\ 4") of 
Kbit, a timing generating circuit (5, 5\ 5"), and signal output amplifier (6, 6\ 6"). 
[0010] Moreover, a chip [ degree ] start signal (9, 9\ 9") outputs the signal at the time before [ a bit 
of] N (K-N bit) as a start signal of degree chip from the time of the bit of each photoelectrical 
inverter ending read-out from this side N bit parts of a shift register 3, 3f, and the 3M last register. 
[0011] moreover — a clock signal — CLK — a start pulse — a signal — SP - driving - having — 
timing - generating - a circuit (5,5', 5") - a photo detector — four — four - * — four — " — driving ~ 
a pulse — and — a shift register - three — three — 1 — three — " — driving - a driving pulse — phi — 
one (7, 7\ 7") — phi — two (8, 8', 8") — generating — having . The start pulse signal SP is connected 
for taking the synchronization of initiation of each image-sensors chip of operation common to each 
image-sensors chip. 
[0012] Moreover, the photo detector array 4, 4', and the picture signal by which reading appearance 
is carried out to one signal output line through the switch switch on / switch off with the shift signal 
of a shift register from 4" are amplified, and signal output Vout of the signal output amplifier 6, 6', 
and the 6" is carried out by the timing generating circuit 5, 5\ and the 5" control signal, in addition, 
the signal output amplifier 6 and 6' — inside, it has 6" of current regulator circuits, the input, 
simultaneously current supply of a start signal start, and magnification actuation of a stationary is 
enabled from the start signal at the time of the clock signal input of N bit. 
[0013] Drawing 9 is the timing chart of the driving pulses phil (7, 7', 7") and phi2 (8, 8', 8") of a 
shift register 3 to CLK. 
[0014] In addition, drawing 9 is the timing at the time of making the delay means 2 in drawing 8 into 
4 bits. Therefore, a shift register 3, 3\ and 4 bits 3" are delayed for the start pulse signal SP, and start 
actuation of the first shift register. 
[0015] Here, as shown in drawing 9 , the driving pulse phi 1 (7, 7', 7") of a shift register 3 turns into 
a pulse which synchronized with the high level of CLK, and phi 2 (8, 8', 8") becomes the pulse 
which synchronized with the low level of CLK. The signal output Vout is taken out synchronizing 
with phil and phi2. Therefore, when the 1st bit of a shift register 3 corresponds to phi 1, odd bits 
becomes phil synchronization and even bits becomes a signal output synchronous [ phi2 ]. 
[0016] This drawing A is the signal output of a photoelectrical inverter (1"), and the signal output of 
a photoelectrical inverter (1) and this drawing C come to show [ the signal output of a photoelectrical 
inverter (l1), and this drawing E ] the whole signal output Vout in drawing. Moreover, each 
photoelectrical inverter is outputting the signal 4 bits before the last bit as a start signal (B, D) of the 
following photoelectrical inverter. 
[0017] In this way, it becomes possible to read the big manuscript as a contact type image sensor of a 
multichip mold directly, and the read-out rest time amount during a chip and the difference in a 
signal output level can be abolished. 
[0018] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the resolution switch method of the contact 
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type image sensor currently indicated by the above-mentioned conventional technique 1, when a 
clock rate is the same since resolution is switched by skipping a pixel for example, it reads, even if it 
makes resolution into one half, and in the case of one half, time amount does not change, when 
resolution is usual. Supposing a photo detector is arranged in the optical resolution of 600dpi and the 
resolution of 300dpi is obtained in 600dpi and low resolution mode in high resolution mode, when 
the reading rate of 6 msec/line is obtained at the time of 600dpi, it will read, even if it becomes the 
reading rate of 6 msec/line and drops resolution also on the time of 300dpi, and a rate will not 
change, for example. 
[0019] Therefore, using the same clock rate, like the reading rate of 3 msec/line, it reads and there is 
a problem according to resolution that a rate is unrealizable, at the time of the reading rate of 5 
msec/line, and 300dpi at the time of 600dpi. 
[0020] Moreover, since the signal output line (odd bits and even bits) has dissociated, there is also a 
problem of being easy to produce a level difference (even bits and odd bits). 
[0021] Furthermore, when the resolution switch currently indicated with the conventional technique 
1 is applied to the contact type image sensor currently indicated with the conventional technique 2, 
the problem that discontinuity arises arises in the part of the joint of a photoelectrical inverter at the 
time of a resolution switch. 
[0022] For example, in the conventional technique 2, if the number of bits of a pre shift register is 
made into 10 bits Since the 1st bit of the following photoelectrical inverter is outputted 10 bits after 
outputting a chip [ degree ] start signal at the time of high resolution mode, Since a signal output is 
completed 5 bits after a chip [ degree ] start signal is outputted at the time of low resolution mode 
although the signal in the part of the joint of a photoelectrical inverter does not become 
discontinuous, The discontinuous part for 5 bits will arise at the joint of a photoelectrical inverter 
until the 1st bit of the following photoelectrical inverter is outputted. 
[0023] The object of [object of invention] this invention is in the thing which responded to resolution 
at the time of a resolution switch and for which it reads and high-speed adhesion mold image sensors 
and the suitable photoelectrical inverter for a contact type image sensor are offered realizable [ a 
rate ]. 
[0024] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] The photo detector array by which, as for this invention, two or 
more photo detectors have been arranged in the 1 st resolution in order to solve the above-mentioned 
problem, The scan means driven by the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd- 
numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1 st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, it is characterized by being the 
multiple said two or more light-receiving element numbers of whose are 2Ns. 
[0025] Moreover, the photo detector array by which, as for this invention, two or more photo 
detectors have been arranged in the 1st resolution, The scan means driven by the 1st shift register 
driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd 
shift register driving pulse which reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector 
array, In the contact type image sensor which two or more mounting is carried out and is constituted 
in the photoelectrical inverter which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st 
resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution The 
light-receiving element number of said photoelectrical inverter is characterized by being the multiple 
which is 2Ns. 
[0026] Furthermore, the photo detector array by which, as for this invention, two or more photo 
detectors have been arranged in the 1st resolution, The scan means driven by the 1st shift register 
driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd 
shift register driving pulse which reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector 
array, In the photoelectrical inverter which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st 
resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution It is 
characterized by for reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of said photo detector array being 
carried out by said 1st shift register driving pulse, and reading appearance of the last photo detector 
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being carried out by this 2nd shift register driving pulse. 
[0027] Furthermore, this invention is set to the image sensors which connected two or more 
photoelectrical inverters containing two or more photo detectors. A resolution selection means to 
choose resolution, and the control means, to which an approach to read the signal from said photo 
detector with the resolution chosen by said resolution selection means into each photoelectrical 
inverter is changed, The signal read-out means which reads a signal by two or more pulses from said 
photo detector, ***♦, said signal read-out means makes two or more pulses drive periodically, and it 
is characterized by setting up the number of arrays of a photo detector so that reading appearance of 
the signal by which reading appearance is carried out to the beginning from said signal read-out 
means within each photoelectrical inverter may be carried out by the same pulse among said two or 
more pulses. 
[0028] The photo detector array by which, as for this invention, two or more photo detectors have 
been arranged in the 1 st resolution further again, The scan means driven by the 1 st shift register 
driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd 
shift register driving pulse which reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector 
array, The resolution switch means which switches said 1 st resolution and the 2nd resolution which 
is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, In image readers, such as an image scanner 
using the contact type image sensor which two or more mounting is carried out and is constituted in 
the photoelectrical inverter which *♦**, and facsimile, an electronic copying machine The light- 
receiving element number of said photoelectrical inverter is a multiple which is 2Ns, and it is 
characterized by having the switch which switches said the 1st resolution and said 2nd resolution. 
[0029] In [operation] this invention, in the contact type image sensor by which multichip mounting 
was carried out, since a means to choose the start signal which starts the shift register of the 
following chip with a resolution switch signal is established, in the time of a resolution switch, a 
non-ream bit does not arise in the joint of a photoelectrical inverter. 
[0030] This invention makes 1 block 4 pixels (a, b, c, d). In high resolution mode, with a 
synchronous clock phi 1 moreover, the bit of a and c The bit of b and d is driven with the 
synchronous clock phi 2 reversed to the synchronous clock phi 1. In low resolution mode Since the 
means which reads the bit of c+d for the bit of a+b by pixel addition with a synchronous clock phi 2 
is established with the synchronous clock phi 1, even if it uses the same clock rate, the reading speed 
according to resolution becomes realizable. 
[0031] 
[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt by this invention is explained to a 
detail using a drawing. 
[0032] (Operation gestalt 1) The timing chart and drawing 3 the circuit block diagram of a contact 
type image sensor using a photoelectrical inverter [ in / in drawing 1 / the operation gestalt 1 of this 
invention ], the shift register [ in / in drawing 2 / drawing 1 ] for 8 bits and the circuit block diagram 
of a photo detector, and drawing 4 indicate actuation of drawing 2 to be are the representative circuit 
schematic of the photo detector for 4 pixels. 
[0033] In drawing 1 , the photoelectrical inverter 1 and 1' are multi-mounted, and the contact type 
image sensor is formed. In addition, although only a part for two chips is illustrated in this drawing, 
for example, 15 chips are arranged and multi-mounted in one train, and the contact type image 
sensor consists of these operation gestalten. 
[0034] In drawing 1 , common connection of the clock (CLK) and start pulse (SP) which drive a 
photoelectrical inverter, a resolution switch signal (MODE), and the signal output Vout is made at 
each photoelectrical inverter 1 and 1\ and read-out start signal SI of a line sensor is inputted into the 
original image-sensors chip 1. 
[0035] Moreover, in this operation gestalt, when a MODE signal is high-level and high resolution 
mode (600dpi) and a MODE signal are low level, it is considering as the configuration from which 
the resolution in low resolution mode (300dpi) is obtained. 
[0036] Furthermore, each photoelectrical inverter 1 of this operation gestalt and 1' are multi- 
mounted, and have the photo detector array (the pre shift register 2 and 2' which have Nbit, for 
example, 4 bits, of delay, a shift register 3, 3\ and K bits, for example, 344 bits) 4, 4', the timing 
generating circuit 5, 5', the signal output amplifier 6, and 6\ Here, a shift register 3 and 3f consist of 
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shift register blocks 11 for 4 bits. 
[0037] Moreover, by the shift register 3 and the shift signal of 31, through the switch switch on / 
switch off, reading appearance of the photo detector array 4 and the picture signal received by 4* is 
carried out to a signal output line, and it is amplified by the signal output amplifier 6 and 6\ Then, it 
is switched by the timing generating circuit 5, 5\ and the 5" control signal, and is outputted as a 
signal output Vout. In addition, in the signal output amplifier 6 and 6', it has a current regulator 
circuit, and current supply starts in the signal output amplifier 6 and 6\ and magnification actuation 
of a stationary is enabled from the start signal at start signal SP's input and coincidence at the time of 
the clock signal input of N bit. 
[0038] Moreover, it has the composition that the chip [ degree ] start signal 9 and 9' are obtained, by 
choosing the start signal at the time of high resolution mode (9-1, 9?-l), and the start signal at the 
time of a low resolution (9-2, 9'-2) using the start signal switch means 10 and 10\ 
[0039] Moreover, the chip [ degree ] start signal 9 and 9' output the signal at the time before [ a bit 
of] N (K-N bit) as a start signal of degree chip from the time of the bit of each photoelectrical 
inverter ending read-out from this side N bit parts of a shift register 3 and the last register of 3'. 
[0040] Moreover, the driving pulses phil (7 T) and phi2 (8 8') which drive a photo detector 4, the 
pulse which drives 4' and a shift register 3, and 3* by the timing generating circuit 5 driven with a 
clock signal CLK and the start pulse signal SP and 51 are generated. The start pulse signal SP is 
connected for taking the synchronization of initiation of each image-sensors chip of operation 
common to each image-sensors chip. 
[0041] Next, drawing 2 is a shift register for 8 bits, and the circuit block diagram of a photo detector. 
The shift register consists of shift register blocks 11 which make 4 bits 1 block, and 11 consists of 1 
bit-shift register 12-1 to 12-4 synchronous [phishift register block 1 ], a 1 bit-shift register 13-1 to 
13-4 synchronous [ phi2 ] and analog switches SI 1-S17 that change a mode signal, and S21-S27. 
[0042] Moreover, the shift register block 11 is the read-out pulse line phial to phid2, and is 
connected with photo detectors al-d2 and each switch control terminal between non-illustrated 
signal output lines. 
[0043] furthermore, the reset switch M which drawing 3 is an equal circuit for 4 pixels of photo 
detectors in drawing 2 , and are photo diode PDa-PDd from which each photo detectors al-dl serve 
as a photo-electric-translation means, and a means to carry out reading appearance and to reset 
switch Ml a-Mld, signal transfer switch M2 a-M2d, MOS source follower M3 a-M3d, and the 
above-mentioned photo-electric-translation means — it consists of storage capacitance calcium-Cd 
which accumulates a charge temporarily 4 d 4 a-M. 
[0044] Hereafter, actuation of this operation gestalt is explained. 
[0045] In each photo detectors al-dl shown in drawing 3 , charge electrical-potential-difference 
conversion is carried out by MOS source follower M3 a-M3d, and the optical carrier generated by 
photo electric translation in photo diode PDa-PDd is transmitted to storage capacitance calcium-Cd 
by all pixel packages in signal transfer pulse phiT. then, it becomes yes from a shift register 11 one 
by one — reading appearance is carried out, reading appearance is carried out one by one, switch Ml 
a-Mld is made into an ON state, a signal level carries out a capacitive component rate to the 
common signal line 14, and reading appearance is carried out to it by the pulse phial to phidl. 
[0046] In this operation gestalt, although it reads at the time of high resolution mode and the pulse 
phial to phidl carries out sequential ON, at the time of low resolution mode, adjoining 2 bits, phial 
[ i.e., ] which are scanned from a shift register 11, and phibl turn on simultaneously, and it becomes 
the configuration which phicl and phidl turn on simultaneously continuously. Therefore, in low 
resolution mode, 2-pixel capacitive component rate addition enables it to make a signal level larger 
than the time of high resolution mode. In addition, about the above-mentioned capacitive component 
rate addition, it is indicated by JP,4-4682,A, for example. 
[0047] Next, actuation of the shift register section is explained using drawing 2 and drawing 3 . 
[0048] In drawing 2 , when a MODE signal is high-level, the analog switch of SI 1, S21, SI6, SI 7, 
S26, and S27 will be in an OFF state, and, on the other hand, S12, S13, S14, S15, S22, S23, S24, and 
S25 will be in an ON state. Therefore, it will become the usual shift register actuation without a 
resolution switch, and phid2 will be from the read-out control pulse phial for each photo detectors in 
an ON state one by one serially. In addition, in drawing 2 , although the output line of a picture 
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signal is not illustrated, synchronizing with becoming sequential yes by phid2 from a control pulse 
phial, the light-receiving charge of d2 is outputted to a signal output line from each photo detector 
al. 
[0049] Next, when a MODE signal is a low level, the analog switch of SI 1, S21, SI 6, SI 7, S26, and 
S27 will be in an ON state, and, on the other hand, S12, S13, S14, S15, S22, S23, S24, and S25 will 
be in an OFF state. Therefore, if a shift pulse is inputted into a shift register 12-1, it will be outputted 
by phial and phiblphil synchronization from a shift register 12-1, and the signal of the photo 
detector of al and bl will be read simultaneously. Then, a shift pulse is inputted into a shift register 
13-2 through an analog switch SI 1, is outputted by phicl and phidlphi2 synchronization from a shift 
register 13-2, and reads simultaneously the signal of the photo detector of cl and dl. Reading 
appearance of the addition charge of a pair of photo detector is carried out to the output line it is not 
illustrated in [ whose ] the mode of this low resolution read-out one by one like a photo detector al, 
bl and cl, dl and a2, and b2, c2 and d2. 
[0050] At this time, since a shift pulse is not inputted, a shift register 13-1 and a shift register 12-2 do 
not operate. Similarly, it is outputted by phia2 and phib2phil synchronization from a shift register 
12-3, and the signal of the photo detector of a2 and b2 is read simultaneously, it is outputted by 
phic2 and phid2phi2 synchronization from a shift register 13-4, and the signal of the photo detector 
of c2 and d2 is read simultaneously. 
[0051] The timing chart of the above actuation is shown in drawing 4 . In drawing 4 , a clock signal 
CLK and synchronizing signals phil and phi2 are supplied common to high resolution mode and low 
resolution mode, and while start signal SR becomes yes, each picture signal output in high resolution 
mode and low resolution mode is obtained, this drawing shows that the twice [ at the time of high 
resolution mode ] as many thing which reading appearance is carried out and is read at a rate as this 
is possible in low resolution mode in the same clock rate. 
[0052] Next, the switch means of a chip [ degree ] start signal is explained. 
[0053] In drawing 1 , since the pre shift register 2 and T have 4-bit delay, they must output the signal 
in front of 4 bits as a start signal of degree chip. After there is no need for the time amount 
accommodation from start signal SP and read-out of the photoelectrical inverter of the preceding 
paragraph is completed by the pre shift register 2 and 2\ the continuous picture signal which does 
not have an opening according to the same timing can be acquired. Therefore, in the case of high 
resolution mode, since the photoelectrical inverter 1 and 1! have a 344-bit signal, respectively, they 
use the bit [ 341st ] shift register signal 9-1 and 9'-l as a chip [ degree ] start signal. 
[0054] Moreover, in low resolution mode, since a 2-pixel addition signal becomes 1 bit, the 
photoelectrical inverter 1 and 1' will have a 177-bit signal equivalent. Therefore, the bit [ 337th ] 
shift register signal 9-2 and 9'-2 are used as a chip [ degree ] start signal by photo detector 
conversion. That is, by establishing the start signal switch means which switches a chip [ degree ] 
start signal, even if it switches resolution, in the part of the joint of a photoelectrical inverter, a pixel 
signal becomes possible [ maintaining a continuity ]. 
[0055] In addition, in the above-mentioned operation gestalt, although the number of bits of a 
photoelectrical inverter was made into 344 bits, if it is the number of bits of the multiple of 4, it will 
not matter without limit. 
[0056] Moreover, resolution, such as not only when [high resolving mode / low resolving mode] is 
[600dpi / 300dpi], but [400dpi/200dpi] etc., is sufficient also as resolution. 
[0057] Furthermore, although this operation gestalt showed the case where the resolution ratio in 
high resolution mode and low resolution mode was twice, it is also easy to set up a resolution ratio 3 
times like a switch of [600dpi / 200dpi] by making 6 pixels into 1 block and, for example, making 
the number of pixels of a photoelectrical inverter into the multiple of 6. 
[0058] Therefore, a low resolution, then two or more light-receiving element numbers of each 
photoelectrical inverter are 2-N multiples in this case about 1-/N (N is the natural number) of high 
resolution and this high resolution. 
[0059] Moreover, if its attention is paid to two or more photo detectors of each photoelectrical 
inverter, reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of a photo detector array is carried out by the 
shift register driving pulse for odd number, and the last photo detector can acquire the continuous 
picture signal which does not have discontinuity in timing by reading appearance being carried out 
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by the shift register driving pulse for even number. 
[0060] Moreover, by not being restricted to this and changing the configuration of a shift register, 
although the number of shift register driving pulses is two in the above example, when a low 
resolution is chosen, it is also possible in three shift register driving pulses to add three adjacent 
photo detectors and to make it read, namely, in resolution, when making it drive by the shift register 
driving pulse of M individual, if [ 1/N every ] it has two or more changing resolution, the number of 
photo detectors should just be a multiple of MN. 
[0061] Moreover, the selecting switch which chooses either of two or more resolution as an image 
scanner, and facsimile and an electronic copying machine is formed. By making into a main 
scanning direction the direction which reads the above-mentioned contact type image sensor, and 
scanning also in the direction of vertical scanning structural corresponding to an image manuscript 
by making a direction vertical to the main scanning direction into the direction of vertical scanning A 
two-dimensional reading signal can be acquired, and it can depend especially, and can imprint on 
transferred paper according to two or more resolution exposed to an optical photo conductor 
according to this reading signal, and a functional degree of freedom can be increased. 
[0062] (Operation gestalt 2) Drawing 5 is the circuit block diagram of a contact type image sensor 
using the photoelectrical inverter in the operation gestalt 2 of this invention. 
[0063] In this operation gestalt, to the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1, the terminal further for 
resolution control (MODE2) is added, and the configuration in which three kinds of resolution 
switches, high resolution mode (1200dpi), inside resolution mode (600dpi), and low resolution mode 
(300dpi), are possible is shown. However, the number of resolution in each mode is instantiation, 
and can be set as arbitration according to the object. 
[0064] In drawing 5 , each photoelectrical inverter 1 and lf have the pre shift register 2 and 2* which 
have 4-bit delay, a shift register 3, 3\ the 688-bit photo detector array 17, 17', the timing generating 
circuit 5, 5\ the signal output amplifier 6, and 6\ Here, a shift register 3 and 3' consist of shift 
register blocks 16 for 8 bits. Moreover, it has the composition that the chip [ degree ] start signal 9 
and 9' are obtained, by choosing three sorts of start signals 9-1 taken out from the shift register, i.e., 
the start signal at the time of high resolution mode, 9-1, the start signal 9-3 at the time of inside 
resolution mode, 9'-3 and the start signal 9-2 at the time of a low resolution, and 9'-2 using the start 
signal switch means 10 and 10\ 
[0065] The concrete circuit diagram of the start signal switch circuit 10 is shown in drawing 6 . A 1- 
bit signal is inputted from each of MODE 1 and 2, the start signal 9-1 at the time of high resolution 
mode, 9-1, the start signal 9-3 at the time of inside resolution mode, 9'-3 and the start signal 9-2 at 
the time of a low resolution, and 9'-2 are chosen, and it outputs as the start signal 9 of the image chip 
of the next step, and 9\ When MODE(s) 1 and 2 are [0, 0], it is in blank mode, and it does not 
output. In addition, since a logical circuit can attain such a switch circuit for selection easily even in 
other circuits, it omits explanation. 
[0066] this operation gestalt - setting - the time of high resolution mode ~ 1 pixel - the time of 1 
bit and inside resolution mode - it becomes 1 bit by 4-pixel addition by 2 pixels by 2-pixel addition 
at 4 pixels at the time of 1 bit and low resolution mode. Therefore, the amount of 8 pixels become 1 
block, and it can constitute the shift register block 16 like the operation gestalt 1. 
[0067] As shown in this operation gestalt, in this invention, it also becomes it is possible and 
possible [ the thing which responded to each resolution and for which read, can realize a rate and it is 
made not to produce the discontinuity of a signal in the joint of a photoelectrical inverter ] to set up 
resolution mode more than three kinds or it. 
[0068] Moreover, an effective thing cannot be overemphasized even if it applies this invention not 
only to a 1-dimensional photoelectrical inverter but to a two-dimensional photoelectrical inverter. 
When applying this invention to a two-dimensional photoelectrical inverter, other than a resolution 
switch of pixel level, a resolution switch of a horizontal chisel, a resolution switch of a perpendicular 
chisel, etc. can be realized. 
[0069] 
[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, since [ which a signal did not become discontinuous in 
the joint of a photoelectrical inverter in the time of a resolution switch, and responded to resolution 
by this invention ] it reads and a rate is obtained, the effectiveness is greatest. 
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[0070] Moreover, by using for the image scanner using the contact type image sensor concerned, 
facsimile, an electronic copying machine, etc., it can output according to high definition and the 
image quality usually required of transferred paper called image quality etc., and the degree of 
freedom on a function can be increased. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 
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1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 
[Drawing 1] It is the circuit block diagram of the contact type image sensor in the operation gestalt 1 
of this invention. 
[Drawing 2] It is the shift register for 8 bits and the circuit block diagram of a photo detector by the 
operation gestalt of this invention. 
[Drawing 3] It is the representative circuit schematic (4 pixels) of the photo detector by the operation 
gestalt of this invention. 
[Drawing 4] It is the timing chart which shows actuation by the operation gestalt of this invention. 
[Drawing 5] It is the circuit block diagram of a contact type image sensor using the photoelectrical 
inverter in the operation gestalt 2 of this invention. 
[Drawing 6] It is the circuit diagram of the start signal switch circuit in the operation gestalt 2 of this 
invention. 
[Drawing 7] It is the circuit diagram of the integrated circuit for contact type image sensors in the 
conventional technique (1). 
[Drawing 8] It is the representative circuit schematic of the image-sensors chip in the conventional 
technique (2). 
[Drawing 9] It is a timing chart in the conventional technique (2). 
[Description of Notations] 
1 lf Photoelectrical swap device 
2 T Pre shift register 
3 3' Shift register 
4 41 Photo detector array 
5 51 Timing generating circuit 
7 T Shift register driving pulse (phi 1) 
8 8! Shift register driving pulse (phi 2) 
9 9' Chip [ degree ] start signal line 
9-1, 9-11 It is a start signal line at the time of high resolving mode. 
9-2, 9-21 It is a start signal line at the time of low resolving mode. 
10 10' Start signal change means 
11 Shift Register Block (4 Bits) 
12- 1 - 12-4'phil synchronous 1 bit-shift register 
13- 1 - 13-4'phi2 synchronous 1 bit-shift register 
14 Common Signal Line 
al-d2 Photo detector 
phial to phid2 al - d2 read-out pulse 
Ml a-MId Read-out switch 
M4 a-M4d Reset switch 
PDa-PDd Photo diode 

[Translation done.] 
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[Procedure amendment] 
[Filing Date] November 30, Heisei 13 (2001. 11.30) 
[Procedure amendment 1] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] Claim 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, 
The photoelectrical inverter characterized by being the multiple said two or more light-receiving 
element numbers of whose are 2Ns. 
[Claim 2] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the image sensors which two 
or more mounting is carried out and are constituted in the photoelectrical inverter which has the 
resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N 
is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, 
Image sensors characterized by being the multiple whose light-receiving element number of said 
photoelectrical inverter is 2Ns. 
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[Claim 3] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and the scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the photoelectrical inverter 
which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1 st resolution and the 2nd resolution 
which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, 
It is the photoelectrical inverter which reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of said photo 
detector array is carried out by said 1st shift register driving pulse, and is characterized by reading 
appearance of the last photo detector being carried out by this 2nd shift register driving pulse. 
[Claim 4] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of 
this photo detector array, and thescan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the image sensors which two 
or more mounting is carried out and are constituted in the photoelectrical inverter which has the 
resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N 
is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, 
They are the image sensors which reading appearance of the 1st photo detector of said photo detector 
array is carried out by said 1st shift register driving pulse, and are characterized by reading 
appearance of the last photo detector being carried out by said 2nd shift register driving pulse. 
[Claim 5] In the image sensors which connected two or more photoelectrical inverters containing 
two or more photo detectors, 
It has a resolution selection means to choose resolution, the control means, to which an approach to 
read the signal from said photo detector with the resolution chosen by said resolution selection 
means into each photoelectrical inverter is changed, and the signal read-out means which reads a 
signal by two or more pulses from said photo detector, 
Said signal read-out means are image sensors characterized by setting up the number of arrays of a 
photo detector so that reading appearance of the signal by which is made to drive two or more pulses 
periodically, and reading appearance is carried out to the beginning from said signal read-out means 
within each photoelectrical inverter may be carried out by the same pulse among said two or more 
pulses. 
[Claim 6] In the image sensors which connected two or more photoelectrical inverters containing 
two or more photo detectors, 
It has a resolution selection means by which resolution chooses either of two or more resolution 
which changes 1-/N (integer forward in N) every, the control means, to which an approach to read 
the signal from said light-receiving **** with the resolution chosen by said resolution selection 
means into each photoelectrical inverter is changed, and the signal read-out means which reads a 
signal from said photo detector by the shift register driving pulse of M (M is forward integer) 
individual, 
Image sensors characterized by said two or more photo detectors being the multiples of MN. 
[Claim 7] The photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been arranged in the 
1st resolution, and the 1st shift register driving pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector 
of this photo detector array, The scan means driven by the 2nd shift register driving pulse which 
reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, In the image reader using the 
image sensors which two or more mounting is carried out and are constituted in the photoelectrical 
inverter which has the resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd 
resolution which is 1-/N (N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution, 
The image reader which the light-receiving element number of said photoelectrical inverter is a 
multiple which is 2Ns, and is characterized by having the switch which switches said the 1st 
resolution and said 2nd resolution. 
[Procedure amendment 2] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] 0001 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[0001] 
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[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the image sensors which have a resolution switch 
function and the photoelectrical inverter used for the actuation approach of image sensors, the image 
reader which reads two-dimensional images, such as an image scanner, and facsimile, an electronic 
copying machine, to a list in more detail about the image sensors which mounted two or more 
photoelectrical inverters equipped with the 1-dimensional optoelectric transducer and the actuation 
circuit which drives this, and its actuation approach. 
[Procedure amendment 3] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] 0023 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[0023] The object of [object of invention] this invention is in the thing which responded to resolution 
at the time of a resolution switch and for which it reads and the suitable photoelectrical inverter for 
high-speed image sensors and image sensors is offered realizable [ a rate ]. 
[Procedure amendment 4] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] 0025 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[0025] Moreover, this invention is a photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have 
been arranged in the 1st resolution. The scan means driven by the 1st shift register driving pulse 
which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd shift register 
driving pulse which reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array The 
resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N (N 
is the natural number) of this 1st resolution it comes out, and it is and is characterized by being the 
multiple equipped with the above whose light-receiving element number of said photoelectrical 
inverter is 2Ns. 
[Procedure amendment 5] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] 0028 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[0028] This invention is a photo detector array by which two or more photo detectors have been 
arranged in the 1st resolution further again. The scan means driven by the 1st shift register driving 
pulse which reads this odd-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array, and the 2nd shift 
register driving pulse which reads this even-numbered photo detector of this photo detector array 
The resolution switch means which switches said 1st resolution and the 2nd resolution which is 1-/N 
(N is the natural number) of this 1st resolution it comes out, and it is, is the multiple equipped with 
the above whose light-receiving element number of said photoelectrical inverter is 2Ns, and is 
characterized by having the switch which switches said the 1st resolution and said 2nd resolution. 
[Procedure amendment 6] 
[Document to be Amended] Description 
[Item(s) to be Amended] 0070 
[Method of Amendment] Modification 
[Proposed Amendment] 
[0070] Moreover, by using for the electronic copying machine using the image sensors concerned 
etc., it can output according to high definition and the image quality usually required of transferred 
paper called image quality etc., and the degree of freedom on a function can be increased. 

[Translation done.] 
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1 

t, S(FfEmiO«?«St»f51«>ftl»S^>l/N (Nil 

lWe**:©^**-?** 2 N cofffSc-Cfo 5rt Sr#m k "> 

[|**« 2 ]   8*rogjfc*^ asjg 1 ©SfMtEl £ 

t, SWE^10^StK»iro«?««roi/N (NHt 

MB3fc*KMtt09t%S?SbBt 2 NOflHR-CfcS r k 

£, OTIESBl©»ie«i:«Efflo«PIRS©l/N (Nfi 
x-h*%i2<Dmi&g.k*w<o%k*-z>Mfcm®y) 

Utriagftsi^-T w rc>» i #s oft*»^-tt«riaj|s i -> 

££$») -C*>5*2 0«Mfc«i:«r«91fc?L*7»tM6«J9 

MIES^IR^T   <*>m i #s (o^tft^ntmm 1 -> 

R^tti $C t Sr«F« k+Z&&m'( * -vHr 

2 

{cBE^ffl$ix5(t-)5-asSftfBa»/NV^0D 5 few— 

&8t<»oii<z>\'^-rtifr*m&.-tzm&&mvi3i&k. * 

z-txi,iTi£&&itisitzffl®^mk. me,5tx.m*frt±> 

[it71 «&w§3t^^^m i ©»««-t?iafi $ 

■ns 2 »/7 h     9wm*A'XK. i. o mmz na^s 

(N«S^®:) T?fo5M2ros?«tgt^t)«|^5S?« 

iiwe*«aEifcBi««>**jim(c!S* 2 N ©fsssc-cfe •?. ttr 
ISM 1 <^«?«S t StTlS^ 2 4: «r«0 9 ft*. * ^ W 

lo 0 0 1 ] 

•^^ftWT^^^. m^«^»«?O2^5E<0iii 

[0 0 0 2] 

[0 0 0 31   «£3fe8Effil) ^J*I4« ^5§¥5 - 2 2 7 
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3 
3 6 mmcmmmmmmco^^ho-^ 

[0 0 0 4] S7li^K^I8^«lc«^$tvTV^^ 

(12 5) fcRtt, *-©«imc=.—Ww< 

S^e- K i: K©fl?{fe£«J!5ft;L£:ll5I.LT 
v^o H 7 tcoi^TfclfcBftK?-*Uf* h/</v*s 
1 i:» ^ n y ^ AVW C L K i S: ■> 7      i?^ ? H1 0 

1 0 4 aaSjgi&SftSi:, -t^w^jiyTy— hi 
2 1 afci^T^Ky-M 2 0 aSriioT^-Y^^ 
-fey^l 0 3 a KA;*!^*^ CtL&^V-lr. 
U 7* h-fe/H 0 1 ad^Wlt-^-Sr^t-^-T^Vl 0 7 
a(C&<?ffli% fft,©->:7 hU^^l 04b~104f 
*>«*fi»UTV^#, h-fe/H 0 1 b~l 0 1 1 
t>>tb<om-%r&<9-%&t>> 107a,   107b {Cffl^J-TSo 
[0 0 0 5J =">-hn—/Hf-S-A^J^l 2 5 
= > hn-/Pft-§-" H" &AJ]£tlZ>b, T^-njr^ 

I'yf 110a,  110b,   122a. 122bW5 
®«ai*«^l Ui:i6Kj/F/5y©K 

«»A#**1 2 5(r=Vhn-/Wft^-" L" ^A^S 
r-^-n^^y^i i0ai!*i:tyWit4 

9, Sutetti^SH-1 l l \z\±y* h-tr/w l 0 1 a ~ 1 0 
1 1 4»o*»»8 Ks/h/i!) ©ffi^&flSrSTilite 

kirS. ir^lJ-I C±©7t h-fc/H 
0 1 a~l 0 1 lttttfc£fc9HHrftsL-Cl^*!fl*, fl-SBJC 

[0 0 0 6] (fl£3fSSa$2) HSi$fc©®#l-*fL 
T, 0iJ;ih£. ¥fffl¥2-2 l o 9 5 O^ma-i^f- 

1H1 *4rK*Wi-iir»i36«aEEltt4rict)-h»f * r i: J: 

(3) 

[0 0 0 7] »I¥2-2 1 0 9 4 9"§-^SIC 
14, ±ia#MJF:2-2 1 0 9 5 O-^-^ldfflV^S l^y 
-?<T>mi&*7F-LT*JIJ,       «-«§-© wU^MZm 
M-f&ftU? ci y* <D 1, n y ^fg#©n —U"</H£ 
^-TS^eP^ a y 9 <b 2 &ffl<^T->7 h \si?x?&W. 

f-tfj^$*vc*5(3, ;hia»)r=L-f>f 10 0%© 

io    [0 0 0 8] fe*0!l<t: Lt, ±IE4#BS5F2-2 
1 0 9 4 9SUS#§B¥2- 2 1 0 9 5 0-3~&$aic!E*fe£ 

[0009] 0 8^*si>r. xm^mmw. a, i' . 
l') aWA*-3«6S*i.T*J0. «-3t«3Etfe»«SrlElii 
tiifoy^ (CLK) » Xtf**—h^W* (SP) 
asftji^snrv^.      ##m^&Sfi (I, 

1' , 1') B, Nbi t ©SJ£#& (N b i t 7° 
7 l-^^2, 2' , 2" ) , Kb i t©->7 

20 (3, 3' „ 3') . Kbi t ©S3tSl^-r H' 
(4, 4' , 4*) , 94 K^VftZmiSh (5, 5' . 

5* ) . m^mJlT^Zf (6. 6' , 6' ) ^LTV> 

[0 0 10] -Htc. (9, 9' . 
9*) tt*3tWMfta6«©iry h*JK*aL«rl*T-*-6 
NfiONf y hSG (K-NfcVM ->7F 
U-^^3S  3' ,  3* (Dft^U-^^O^ttrNfy h 

[0 0 1 1] t> a y^m^-CLKt^^— h'<fr 
so   *fr§-SPK±9fg»£;h<£*-rs:^«±lsIgS (5, 

5' , 5' ) (Cit), S5tiR^4. 4' » 4' SrSgib-T 
St5, -^H/^^a, 3' , 3' SriEfS 

t5Bl^«»l  (7, 7' , 7*) , 4>2 (8, 
8' , 8") as^KSixS. 7.9— \-'<^xm-%S P& 

[0 0 1 2] •ff-§-ta^JT>7,6. 6', 6 * li, 
1*^71/^4, 4' , 4'*'f>'>7H'-^?(Oi' 

«o   7 bft^KioT^/^i-S^y^^LTl* 

>i/$8£EI8g5. 5' . 5* ©©JWf-§-lCioTft#ffi 
^jVoutStVio (ltHJA7y7'6>  6' , 

[0 0 1 3] E19«CLK(C*f-r5-V7 b l/-^?3 0 
iEtb^V^* 1  (7, 7' ,  7") . 4>2 (8, 8' , 

so   8" ) <T>9<< *yhVhZo 
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(4) 

5 
[0 0 14] ffi, B9li, l2 8lC*3tt5i§S#©2£4 

tfy hi LT^S-OiJ'-r 5^^-efc5c Sot, ->7F 
1^**3.  3' ,  3" h'^Xig^S Pfrb 

-rs. 
[0 0 151 rrf, !2 9tc^-rJ: ->7H/^ 
?3©1»/^*1  (7.  7' ,  7") ttCLKO/N 

W-<yHc|^S8Lfc^/l'X t    •? , <P2 (8» 8' , 
8 * ) IJCLK©P — U^<MzmM LiZ.'<;UX t f£ 5„ 
{f#tb2lVo u tli4>l, O 2ti^»8b-CSt»Ja$ll io 
-So &oT,        h 3C01 b i t gdS<P 1 {C*f 

ffSb i t«4>i(^», fls&b i tli*2 

[0 0 16] HiaA»i3tm^$IB (1) ©«#I±J^, 

matfc&B (i *) <Dft-§-m^-cfc . 
Vou tJiElc^i-i^f-'fcS. 

3£firo**-hff-5§- (B, D) t LTtH^J UT^50 

[0017] i5LT, y T'lroMI^f ^ — 20 

[0 0 18] 
[*WiS#P*Ui5 t-t58UH] IE© 

«fc 9fl?ffeS£isO!5&;l-C^.57i:«K *oy*u 

*V\ ffifc. S«W6 0 0 d p i <D3t^fl?te*-?IB 
B^tv, Bfifffcg^E— Kt? 6 0 0 d p i , (£#{fcg^- 
K-?3 o o d p i (omiSL&&ntt>tiz>t-rzt. mz. 

6 0 0dpi mz 6 m s e c / 1 ine <D%i%-& <9 
i£gd5#e>*1.5:©-u\ 3 00dpi^Tt6msec/ 

[00 1 9] S£oT, P3—O^nj/^W— h£rfflV^T6 
0 0dpi B$(C 5 m s e c / 1 ine £>B?^SX 9 J$3\ 
3 0 0 dpi B$\C 3msec/l ine <E>Si^Sl 9 MS. *o 

[0 0 2 0] hfc«*trs'hoflr^ffl* 

[00 2 1] Hie, ftjfc&ffi l -CHW*SixT^3«MMe 

[0 0 2 2] MUtf. «63t5^2JC*3^T, ^f->7 F 
ws^^oe-yhftfri o try bl&Mfog.*: 
-KWlCttft^y:/**—h«»fcttJAL"Ca»e>l Of 
y vmz.K<D%nfflmim.<o 1 f y bs^m^;**^*: 

^tn7J^^T*»e> 5 fc'y b&Kff-^ttJ^teT-fST!: 

(B, 5 fy K^ro^jgiB»|5^s^«K*$lfiOitt^B-e 

[0 0 2 3]   Ri©S«j] #ffc£S0 

-^-fe>^tc»jS^5tms^BSriitt-r •& w t tcfe 

[0 0 2 4] 
[BUESr^-rSfcfeco^fS:] ±f£©P^M*«f*i-57^ 

9ct. tfrfamiofi?tfefftK»iwfi?«s[roi/N (N 

-Cfe5m2rofi?««t=Sr«]9gl^2.fi?«g^ 

[0 0 2 5] *3S^»4, ««k©a**^*s* 1 © 
fi?ffe«riSB^ti^§)t^^r u-r t % teSLftm+r v 

(Ol/N (NliS^) -Cfc5^2co^{fe«i:4r§Jt)«l 

»*3$ sitr«fig $ tizmmm-< * -Kav» 

[0 0 2 6] «»©S3t5if^^l 
^>Sf«s-eiaB$tt7tS3t5i?^T u^r t, ^S^S^T 

SrK^W-rB 2 */7 huV* 9 mSh'^x i 9 IE 
fiii^tvisiat^St, WffiSgio»BStK0iro«« 
gcDl/N (NltgjtMK) •C3b5l2O0?MiS:f U 

*5V%T. MISS3t^T Ww^iSgcoS)fe^^-li*fr 

o. S^roS3t^liK^2->7 hu^^SEid/^^. 

[0 0 2 7] £fc.£iblc, «^S?tl!I^Sr 
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7 
#tf itrmmm. ^mmm. L it * * - *± ^IHC *JV % 

[0 0 2 8] £b\C$.ti, **HHu S»:wS3tai^s 
ft 1 W^teS^KBSnfcSttSI^-T W t. &gft3S 

u-f       a <o&3tytm=t-zm*m-tm i ->7 h 

SfffegOl/N (Nttittft) 2 

ee*MBftSBlc*sv*-C. TifrfE}t®2£lfegBtf>g:ftSS 
2 N ©fflKBcTfc 9 » 1 oft? <&& t HfJfEJS 2 

[0 0 2 9]   [«UB] *3891fc.:t3V>T»4, 

salt's/ h#£t*v\ 
[0 0 3 0] *7t. *389lf4, 4®3lt (a, b. c, 

d) Srl^ny^irU S5fl?«S^- K"C»M:raJB* n y 

mm? * v ? <t> 2X-c + dcotTy hSr®5g*P5fl-«t «9 SE 

£&3„ 40 
[00 3 1] 

[0032] mmwrn D H tt*4g934>jti&g&< 1 

h tQKM^n&V&zfu y ^E, E 4 (412 2 <D 

wtfttt-t** $>mr—h% ia 3«4 

[0 0 3 3] Hl^JoV^T, 3t1&^tft3£B 1. 1' ri5^ 50 

5 

•5.       l^0»Cli2^s/^»^Sria^LTV^5-6^ * 

[0 0 3 4] HlfcfcV^ £*©}tm8:&gSfil, 
1" f-«4. #«3E&gB&KlW$*ns'* (CL 
K) . X?-hs</UX (SP) . »ttt«UQt>Jfc;t{rS- 
(MODE) , Rum^&tivou ta&mmgiztix 

co-f ^ — iS-b >*y=?- y   1 \zX1) $ *tx \ * So 
[0 0 3 5] £7t. #^!6fl£mi*S^-m, MOD Eft 

StfW u^u<B#£-J4fc#Bflf*- K (6 0 0 d p 
i) , MOD Efg^-^Sn — W</-KD*&^fH&ft¥&g^— 
K (3 0 0 d p i) <D#Mfeaas#lb;ia5fll/£i: LT^ 

[0036] $ P>lc, *^l£^ffiro«-/r CD3t«^*fe^S 
1, 1' f4-^/w^3S$*xT*J»), Nbit> 0Sxli4 
b i t<omf£ift-fZ>7'l>'->7 h^^2, 2' , -> 
7hW^?3, 3' . KlTy ^I^.f43 4 4 If y h 
fflS**:F7K4) 4' , ^-f $V^«4lHlK5, 
5' , m#m^lT^7'6, 6' -Sr^-LT^-Sc 
•>7hU^?3v  3' 144 \fy Y#<Di/y V U'J^,^ 

[0037] £jt> g^s?^-rw-Y4s 4' -c&ytzti 
timmis-^\t. '>7hu^?3, 3* Mi-e-ic 

SE^-ttl^ix, ft-f-til*T^7'6, 6' -C-l#<S^ix5. * 
9 L-T, &<< SV^±lilK5, 5' , 5* 
iCtoT^-r y^>-^$^Tm#ttl73Vo u t tLTffl 
7:*tt5„ fc*5, m-f-aj^r^^e, 6' rtictt^misK 

■§-Ul7ar^y6, 6' iw«a5#w&*s^*9, hm 

[0 0 3 8] WDffMC*-K*0^#—hfll* 
(9-i% 9' -1) , RTJHm&&**<oxfi-hiB& 
(9-2, 9' -2) &**-Mf-fH2)!9&x.#l8:i 

0. 10' Srfflv>TS*?i-'5Ctl-J:»), t&-yf*9 
-fm#9. 9' 4»»6*t««j«i:4o-CV^5. 
[0 0 3 9] *7t, Tk?-y7*9— hf§#9, 9' 1445- 

3. 3' Of|H/^?OfttNlf? HlW&ftf 5- 

[0040] ^ ci y?ffi-%C LKkxf— Y'^fr 
^tt-§- S P   J: 9 IKS!)        ^   5 y^JSSSB 5 . 
5' lei 9, S3t^4, 4' SrSEKct-S^u^, & 
U\ v/7FU^?3, 3' Sr®2K)-r5igllb-''«/^<I> 1 
(7. 7' ) . <t>2 (8, 8' ) as£fi££;h.5„ 
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[004 1] 02118 tr* h l^** 

4 If y hSr 1      y^it5V7 h Uv^x^^ei y ^ 1 
ia>b«/££ftT:fct>, >:7 h U^^/P      1 1 tt 
$1^1 \Zy Y^"7 V 12-1-12- 
4, O 2B^1 tfy fU^^ 1 3- 1 — 1 3 
-4, Xt^e— Vtett9Wm*-ZT-r*y*4 
11—SI 7,  S 2 1—S 2 7T'#ffig:*jxTV>5c w 
[0 0 4 2] Sfc, 1111 8! 

frtti L/^l^jRft a 1       d 2 "C, a 1 - d 2 

[0 0 4 3] Sfcfc, H3ttH2^*5^5g3t*^4IB 

*tt!H*RJ:ftS*h^t-KPDa-PDd, R 
^t±lU>f5/fMla-Mld, fS**S2l^-Y yfM2 
a—M2d, MOSy^^P7M3a-M3d, ±15 

a-CdT«^^nt^5c 
[0044] EAT, *Jt«0B««>iMWcov^-CilHi- 

[00 4 5] El 3 jC^-f 'frgftSS^ a 1 - d 1 KljSt* 
t, ^ b^ t- KP D a - P D d Ct)ti^(a <9 
4^tt)t^tyriiMOSy-^^D7M3 a— M3 

l-4> d 1 lCtoTH^K^fflL^>r yfMl a—Ml 
d fcj^ttflMc L, *iifS1 4 fc{HMBE#»*» 

[0 046] *JOS»«K:*$i^TM\ JMMME*— K» 
tc«K*fflL^/u^Oa i-$d lttMHifcd-^LTVK 

V>:7 hl/^^ 1 l^btStSOa 1 £<I>b ldSRj 

Ko^Tte, Will KH?4-4 6 8 2^«l:H$ 
£*XTV^0 

[004 7] 02, 0 3SrfflPtv'7h^^ 

[0 0 4 8] [g)2{^*3V>T, MODElt^^^ U^</U 
<Dm&lZs Sll, S 2 1 , S 1 6 ,  S 1 7 , S26, 
5 2 707fn^ j/f**7«H4:ft9, S 
12, S 1 3,  S14, S15, S 2 2,  S 2 3, S2 
4, S2 5iSt>«»i45D KcT, WffegiZ) 9 so 

JO 

WfcW&^tttBfcft*^ ft*, 0 2l:t5^Tll 

^a id»6d 2<D&ytw.mifE*m*fflzmt>£tiz>o 
[0 0 4 9] MODEfl^P-^^i^ 

tt, S 1 1 ,  S 2 1, S16,  S17,  S 2 6 . S27 
©TtPm^^t^itJi^ S12, 
S13,  S14,  S15,  S22, S23,  S24x S 

1 f/^^A^Stl5t> v/7hU^^12 
-l^f)4»a lt4>bl^lElSBt?ai*SK a 1 £ 
b 1 <D&ftm+<Dm-%*mmz.8ifrmTo «w<\ ^7 

1 3-2f;:A;*)£tX, '>7f^^l 3-2^^) 
<i> c 1 <t<i>d i^<j>2i^fflr*db^$tb, c 1 ^ d 1 ^§ 

1,  clidl,  a2tb2,  c 2^d 2^V>5ctp(C 

[0050] 1(7)^, i/7M/^^13-liv/7 
1 2-2tev':7 h^U*2SA^£*bft^jttf> 

»f£Lftl\ IWBHCLT, i/7hl/^^12-3^P) 
$a2i:(I)b2^<Dl HJB"Cttl* Six* a 2 t b 2 OS 
3t*^ft#S:H^F^K^aib, >7 h i/^^ 13- 
4frbQc2bQd2&Q2mmxmt)£tl, c2td 

[0 0 5 1] £X±<DW}ft(D*^ S^^-hSrEUK 

* 1. *2dS!*»««*-Kfc^flfc«*«-K»c#a^ 

(£fi?{fe£-=e— Kl:^^T«, iBWteS^- K#<7)2«o 

[0 0 5 2] *?-!/^*-hflr#o«9**.# 

[0 0 5 3] EH{C^V>T, y^i^y hls-i?*? 2, 
27 tt4lfy hOilffiSr*i-«fc*, 4 tf y hm^m^ 
K&^vzfcD**- hfi*t LTtiJ*Lft»tixtfft&ft 
v\ 7PUV7M/^^2> 2' tcj:oT. 

©ft^*«ttftW««#Sr#5wfc*s-e#5D ttoT, 
KO*fr»ctt% ASStftttiEl. 1' 14* 

ix**x3 4 4 tf^y hOff1-£fc«>, 3 4 1 tf h 
I^7hu^?«f9-1, 9' -lSrJJc^-y^ 
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10 0 5 4] l&M&Bt*- KfcJ8V*-C«\ 2Big 

UU»{8*# IV-yhb ft**:*, fttt&gMBB 1, l' 

oT, S3t^lfe»T3 3 7 ITs/ ha©->7 M/^? 
(t#9-2, 9' -2Sr^j/7'^i5'-bTffl 
V>5. -fftfc^, &^y^**-hl^ Segues* 

0 0 »JtT fc7fcSiCSI8B<Dtt? B ©»#IC*JV NTH* 

[o o 5 5] ffi, ±Km»mmz»^xit. %.w$z&m «» 

[00 5 6] Mfc&h l&Mfo*- K/«*f»* 
— K] # [600dpi/300dpi] lc KB <b 
■f, 0>J;U4,   [4 0 0 d p i /2 0 0 d p i ] S?<D8?tfc 

[0 0 5 7] JSK, *ISfli^ffiJ4i««¥fW£*-- KtiSffi 
tfe«ie-K^<6S]taS2f&w#^Sr^Lfca5, «*. 
(4, 6 ■*% 1□ ?* & U 3t«a!lft««OIB**S: 
6©f&^:i:-f 5w it,   [600dpi/200dp 20 

[0 0 5 8] Set, rcD^-g-Kli, r<ofls 
ifMroi/N (Nl4t*&S) trfiflNUt fc "fmf, # 

[0059] *fc, &ftmm&mw.<D®.wi<D%:%$s*\z 

[0 0 6 0] f 7 h US?* W-t 
ro^j6fe^JT(i2o-cfe?>^. zntcia&ixito-Ctt* 

*ifc*§£-lc}iB!fi9-e-5 3o©S3tS?^SrAD3¥LTK^m 

h w^#H/^lfiiS*5ll*, fl?ffe«# 1 / 

[00 6 1] 4 t—i?**-*-?*?* 77^-^5 

i-aaK^-f y^-SrKit, ±f»3tS!-f y-SHr^1Hr 

^*i^*sjjfeac*i*jt L-C, minicMje^trAic'ba 

12 
[0 0 6 2]   (IClKJgtt.2) E514*389!«>JtJtJ*tt2 

[006 3] #|gi£Jfcl!gfc:*i^TI4, JifEHJfe^® 1IC 
JtLT, M(cfi?ffe«$"J»fflcoiffi^ (MODE 2) SrilTJD 
U SHSffefi*— K (1 2 0 0dpi) , 
K (600dpi) > K (3 0 0 d p i) 

[0 0 6 4] 151:^^, &*<DytmM&&9.i. 
1' J4, 4b i t rog3iS:*-r57'i>->7 h u-^^ 
2, 2' , •>'7M'^?3, 3' , 6 8 8 tfs'hrc>S 
ttsss^r I-M-1 7, 17' , ^^^y^MiiKs, 
5' , m#m>irv7'6, 6' Sr^-L-c^-So 
v-7^^^3, 3' Ji8 tTy h^W-^ M'S?** 
7*BS/^ 1 6*>lb«J&£;}arO>-5o ->7M>S?* 
?*'f.t!31iJ$^fc3iro^?-l«flf1 -f&fc>*>, M 
&tfeS^—TO©**-h{E#9- 1, 9' -1, 
{fcK*- TO©**-Hf#9-3, 9' -3»t«StJ 
8>an#©**-hff-§-9-2, 9' -2Sr, **-hfi 
«15«t#Sl 0, 10' Srffll^TSiR-rsriKJ; 

*^-j/^^-hit*9, 9' as*e>ft&«Mtfc& 

[0 0 6 5] EI6(C, **—Mt-S§-#J!9&x[E]Sgl 0© 
AffWHIKElSr^-f. MODE 1,   2<D*iX^iXt>*tb 1 

9-1, 9' -It, TO©**-hflT* 
9-3, 9' -3&Of^««^©**-h{f#9- 
2, 9' -2Sr@^LT, jfc^tfM 
-h«#9,  9' t L-Cdl7Ji-50 MODE 1, 2t* 
[0, 0] OS^-l47'7^:5';e-KT?fct), WTlL^ 

[00 6 6] **KS#ttfc*JV*-C«4» iiS^tfeg*- KB* 
(11 W5g-C 1 t*y h, if fif{feg*- TOfi2MI!?SD*IC 
j: •? 2     11* y h, &ffi&m^- KB*« 4 wmfim 
(C4!5 fy &o-C, ->7M/^ 
^7D^ 1 e^SBSl^siyns/^ir^iJ, Hlfi^ 

[oo6 7] *nffitemz7F-ra5**MK*5V^T 

»4, KSr 3ffiJi, t>U<tt*^«Ji»cK*^- 

So 
[0 0 6 8] *fc, *5§BJ|i i^5£?tS^»fB<0^^ 

b-f, 2^5£7tm^^fi»C^fflLTt;fi-«)T-fo5ri: 



1-234473 

(8) 

13 

[0 0 6 9] 

[0 0 7 0] Sfc, SSEflB#SJ^p«—^-fe^Srfflv^ 

[Bl] aMlW©3«l0Pl»il!:*s»t**»a^y-^-fe 

[0 2] *3SW©SHiS^ffi{CJ:5 8f y h^H»*/7 

[El 3] ^no*ireffi£J:S3&^?aMailBI 
(4ii5» -e*>5, 
[04] KftwommMmtJiZWiftZyF-rfij 

[05] **K©H«i^lg2fc*5»t2.3t*^i«£llSrffl 

[16] *&m<nm:mm2\z&\-fz>*9— MI-HOP 

[07] f&|E&« (1) fc*«t«*3|ffl[-f >-i5Mr>~#- 

/4 
[08] ft^afls (2) KisttSW 

©3?ffi!E]&0-Cfc-5o 
[09] tfcjfcftffi (2) iZtoVZfi* Z^n-T-hT- 

1, 1' 
2, 2' 
3, 3' 
4, 4' 
5. 5' 
7, 7' (* 1) 
8X 8' (4>2) 
9. 9' 
9-1, 9-1' iB»lfe^~K^^-hm*» 
9-2, 9-2' ffi«P«^~K^i?-hf&-9« 
10, 10' 
11   '>7H/^^yny^ (4tfs/h#) 

1 try hiX^ M/^ 1 2-1-1 2-4' Ol 

13-1-13-4'     $2Rffll hV7 

i4 &mm^m 
a 1 - d 2 
$al-$d2 al-d2 SK*ffi L^VU* 
Mia—Mid BJ^ttlL^yf 
M4 a —M4 d Dt^F^yf 
PDa—PDd *h?4*— K 

1] 

L»2 .  ^*4Jt<v "  

viil ,f" -Irrr 

5L 

1.1': ftttlt&KS . 
2.2': *U>7 h VV** 
3.3*: >7H/^ 
4.4'; »}fc*^7U-f 
5. S': ^^S^»4Btt 
6. 6' : OWttlTjrW 
7.7': ^7hU^8Brt^Un 

10.10' :**-h««JVMJ»*.¥* 

9-1.ST-1 : Ktf»S*-KI***-h{5«* 
9 -2.9'- 2 :fM?»flt*-Kl»;<*-HI^ 
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(9) 

l®2) 



(10) 

[i4] 

K0DE«HJ 

CUK 
01 
02 

0b I 
0c1 
*df 
$c2 
0b2 
0c2 

$b1 
0d 
0C11 
0o2 
0b2 
pc2 
0d2 

[05] 

M00E2O- 
MODE1 

j rj i ri in'»■■ rri'iTcm j^rrrn'ri  I'l'i'i'iTrri \ 

2*: ^l/!/7hU^^ 
3*: •>7hU^* 
5': ^<3L>^»SBR 

7':        hUx**«»/T**U 1)9- 

10.10' : 
1 6 : >7 hl/fA^n v9<8bli4») 

17.17' : 5EX*^7l"C 
B-1.0--1 : »tt«fft-M***-h*% 

9.©'-3 : *MK-K***-KS«* 

[06] 

MOD&l o- 

O    4   I ► 
r-3 i« 

-of 





(12) 

ims] 

VbLfTO 

1 . 1\ I". 6.6'. B*. .m**&l3T>-? 
2. 2*. 2". :«bliae^R 7. 7\ 7*,->7 hUyA^tti/r/VXl* I ) 
3, 3\ 3"r:->7hU^ 8. 8'. 8',:'>7NUi;7^IBn^(« 2) 
4 . 4'. 4". ^Jfefc^Tl"* 9. 9'. 9*. :2fc*- v - J-|gH 
5. 5*. S'.^^SV^HB 

[19] 

SP jn  _  

01 _JTJT-JT-JT-J1JT-J1J1^^ 

si  p  
A k^^nnfnn^...rinrwiri   
B n  
c   tr_4^->innnniT-- ■ nrwmn  
D n  
E b^w^rvfi-rL^^ 



[4**atay] wnmrn 17*02<n&&zxasiErosi 

[?StT0] ?«E14¥4^ 5 0  (2 0 0 2.  4. 5) 

»HJ¥ 11-234473 
l-tefflB] jPfigl 1^8 J 2 7 B (1 9 9 9.  8.  2 7) 

^B8#fF^« 1 1 -2 34 5 
ItHH] ftmW-1 0-3 7 5 94 
[HKH*fF$MB*7Jifi] 

H04N 1/028 
1/19 

[F I] 
H04N    1/028 Z 

1/04 102 

VfiKi 3*FI i^3oa (2001. 11. 
3 0) 
[^KftjE 1 ] 

[AREA*] 

1 ]    ««Og#3t^2SSg 1 cofif te£-CKfi * 

2^7 hw^^KB&/-«/w^jcJ;iJBBbStt5*3E#© 
fc» flfrSElg 1 ro#flft&tKB l ©«?«tO l /N (Ntt 
ifttt) ^*5Jll2©»tWfc«:«0!M.*ilMMet»5 

«rtaai»©S**?«*s 2 N ©«*-<»*>* r t Sr#® t 

2 ]   StroSJtS? asjfl 1 ojSMfEf S 

gigftSi^T W <D{R$c# B ©ttS#**-«rK*ttii-J[* 

t, SJflSmiO«»fii:K»l©#Pffe«Ol/N (Ntt 

i:, ll^JRlco#&at&mi<0#Mfc£tf>l/N (Ntt 
B#?#) -Cfc5m2W«««tSr«Jt)«l^5«?tfeS§]t) 

HiJfBgttSfi^T ^©Ilfl (OSJtSf ^ttHftfaJS 1 v- 

KSftiSB^g^fcH-f IS 1 f 7 h US?* ^iEtb^^^. t 
015*^^7 u W 0{MR* B ro^SJtSS^ SrK^-m-t-m 

t> MIEmiro#p|fe«i:Kmioft?««roi/N (Ntt 
T?fe5m2 0ft?«Si:Sr«]!?«I^S«?ffeg«]») 

ItlJfEgftlif^T K©Ilf@ ©gftR^ttttlEaS 1 v- 

ttigtci 5 ittlES*3ll;f-*»&©«-9-Ol»*ffl L#ifc«:* 



«BB IF 11-234473 

(2) 

3 

M (MHJE©SE«)        t- u^^ran^/i'^i^J: 

*nM*©S#**a*MN 4 r t 

b. «g**frWOflHlottStmfrK^iU 
i-JB2«>7 ^BSd^u*lcJ:VMWi£tt5^3£ 
#S b. ifflfBlg l rofifftft 1gefg i *><§?{fefto l /N 
(NteB&&) ^fca»2<D»tfegi&#9&;i3fl?{fe 

earn i       t MIES 2       t    9 a 
vf-**mz.^b*w&b-rz> mm&mm.* 
[3M£ffiIE2] 
UffiE*HMHI«] W*fBS 
[ffljE*ttfe814] 0 0 0 1 

[0001] 

t & HMBII t £«i;l*:3te«3E&{££g *> 

5t>©T*>9, JEte»L<Ht, A?«£iS0 9!fc;t«iB«:*r 

>5 V , S^«^«^0 2J!)C7C©®ffe5rffiiE^-tai-iS{6K 

[^RMIE 3 ] 
MfjE*t*«II«] Httft 
UtjE***4i4] 00 2 3 
[MlE^ft] XX 

[0023] mmn&m *^Bjwgw»i. «?ffeg$j 

4 

[3M£*fiE4] 
[«DE«*«IR«] K*fi!§ 
[«]E*^«giSJ 0 0 2 5 

[002 5] *3B9Ui, »ft©Sjfe*^»lW 
#««-CRg«**b;fcg#5lt^r     t, gegftSi^T w 
-fcflHWBotta**^ «r»*m-*iisi 1- us** 
fiwsh'<*x b n&ntm^r uw <r><mm s nm&ftm 
^ 2 *sy v fiSxfimm't'i'XKx 9se«j 
atiz>£&&mb. fto&mi<vmteg£bmmi(DMfSim 
Ol/N (NliHi&SSc) -C?fca»2tf>fl?ffitgi:$rlaJ9ifc 
;ta<Ste«iiO 9 £*1-a#m2Eifc8jg&3l 

[3M£*tiE5] 
[ffljE*!r*«at«] wmw 
[*|jEtt*«I«] 0 02 8 

[0 0 2 8] $e»(c*7t, ««OS**^iS 
IB 1 «X»fcg-CUg $ ixfc****-T u-f i, KS3t3g 
■T-T u-f CD^# g (OSESitiR^SrK^ta-MS 1 ->7 b 
u s?* ^K«J/NVW^ t fKg#5f??-T u-r <z>fli3fc# S COK 
gttSH^&^ffl-Tfg 2V7 h U** |C J; 
QUbstisAs?**. mmmi<vM&&b&miv> 
»«SOl/N (Ntti^Sc) -e*)am2ofi?fiiSiSr 

tt!«3&Slg^i*5^^T, StrlEjfettgEiftilggoSit*^**5 

2NOfffigcT?fe9, «fnESlco»««i:MfE^2Wfif« 
8lb*®'0Wk*-Z>*'< v^&ffiS-ltZbZftmb-rZo 
i^wmiE 6 ] 
[«3ESt*«SI*] BJfcee 
[«3E»*«e^S] 0 0 7 0 
[«jE^|fe] 

[0070] *fc% a«t>f sMry^^fflv^feg-^w 


